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. From .022, side 3

Woody-.-This-is-supposed-to be - about what : do .you think are . video-

tohls? In . my mind, what do you think axe the vpeclalized -video

tools - that ' cannot be obtained : through the''Sony Corporation of _America?

What were the . tools-you lever
ever-encountered
.influenced,.developed;

worked iiith, named? . if you 'have . -ever -developed -your -own language?

'you -have :described your

	

work 3n 2some -particular way hat should

be_ putInto some kind of book? Thse are the .,Nasic .-ouestions. So the

questdon 1s about the -tools. -If you have-~considered '.anything you

have ever done- in the -specialized -tools 'What-,vasthe relationships

to your developing this'. tool, what were your- nfluences? To begin

with.

:Skip : To begin withl :that sounds like the whole story."The first -

thing that comes 'to mind when you say "%&at are

think . of sitting -in a-.basement wthth. a
. ramrira

_.md
~a motor

the first ;tools I had were ,ju$t a !CV . studies r9

	

a.

Woody : So -xk tell me
what :it .was. What, was the craft of'one camera

Skip : it,was feedback. 1 would 'leave a set lip
.
in my basement -'back'

room: A camera shooting into a monitor, _just _the simplest'camera

and a monitor at as angle
._
~6o that 'there. .-Vas uas starting

to get what'I call the basic daisy in_feedback. And�the_ basid

daisy was just, five armed or eight armed ,.depending-oa the angle o3 .

the camera feedback hlob: And the first tool )was .~4y finger :ion, the,.
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contrast and lightness-lcno"bs seeing that :'that drastic

	

affected

the response of that the fIeedback generated. -And -playing with the.

.brightness and contrast and obviously the-l zoom;for-us and the tripod

with its-- angle, - with- what'-angle was I leaving Ae ,camera: "And--, _

I used to -leave the camera at a -particular"angle . becuasether was

generally so, much -to explore. in one ,particular. -angle -tbat and

movement was so l awkward that .,T . :. .

-Woody _ The ~positlon of the camera was very "important;.;to -Ou? The, -axial

Skip :, Oh . right, ttie particular angle and

	

.in. .-9tY :first explor-

ations-1 went complstely,almost_at l$0° treating the screen .

how-can I describe it :. . : . shooting almost at

the screen, just off . .

Woody: You-mean the tangent?

Skip -: right . Just .qff the ,_tangent ~of the screen to pee what_ that

would ado. Shootfn straight -3n and going to .the opposite -side to -.

,see what that-':kind of: -an :angle -would
."do.

:rather -what- it created . -

'So position`becamelcritlcs1: - Generally taen4ed --up wantlng:.io . always_ :.

be perfectly .-centere4,'-wanting to be . .:,, .. finding the' true , axis: " :

into the tube : linterruption~ here) . Anyway, -1 was jstt 'going to

say one other . tool that I. found just - in tam-playing 'Vith

w hatever Z was playing with ,was the termination switch and using

this stuff I would put into that circuit of ,;the camera " to 'the, .- . .

monitor i i;ould put the deck and- instantly "discovered.- thit different .=

kind of effect iaas -gotten .by-- trading off ' contrast and video, gain,

termination gave me increased gain. And the neat step was to

the :. . - . -was almost automatic -that, -in trying to record some of '-`

and'super `video'`gain with low : iris and law contrast .was different:
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-t toot -was -mv mind-finger=gain ,controls--.-. ..,.v,., ..:
contrast controls
Moody : -Let's just go into this -angularity because I, guess

that's how-you-basically achieved pariNular'slecific .

~ _ . fmotjpd,.,sp-eeIUcSkip-- Vell -yes, 'but _i . ,don 't think Imover.

I foixud gendrAc feedbick and managed- to -pmt play vttplm

specific is dangerous An feedback becase%yoij" -ri saying -th t

you ,got A -Pirticuilar

	

you went afiern partiuclar Image and

I Sher vent :after' ,* -partluclak-I'mage An feedbadko
A6hieved

Woo4y; What I bad-AWzy -mind wai,tbai yo

	

Trobably, the

' ~yoi*ientioned youaremost controlled manddh i. found..''.Stace

intirested Inve6ter, ztxix or dead'center.VeWndly, you are

yqu paid, you startedInterested in angularilies whiclalways, as .

with thy
.daisy, he five or eight armed Aaisy - and Aelyou find,

many modes of working Wilh that partkulk y6nktraint . So .

xyn= -would -you go. liito much more prldise description of

bow you adbuallyAcReved controll jecaus, IgidbadkAls;

normailyively had to -control. How did ypu' ronfine this*lnto
A V

that there wervoycle- pulses in the'h6uise. The'electricity

the wsyyqu~jiked . it? .

Skip: TWOS,. 'Waiting for . . .like I-would leave a mandala
hour .
ZEZIP=going on the screen hou

	

ter

	

after bour justr

--leave it thereand'Just hKelt generating Itself-

	

andwalk away

and code bilk"t"o" 1t' and iple SHOW happened to it and I would

noticecycles ; That -it, would go through cycles. And maybe; 'the

cyFle was the electrlcekl pulse in the houple,

	

somethA1Ag;!1WhQJh ;_
I liter discovereO'hidANuge'effect on-hy; the feedbackloevelopsk
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sygtem and that would'effect;ztte cycles that~thefeedback:pattern

would $o through.: The- (inaudible) was always the :.. :. ,_ it was

'like walking-a tightrope-or something because it was finding

. a delicate balance because if you went just a, little. bit

y.'past it

	

ou'lost zontrol and if -you _went a~-little Wt past that.,

threshold you also lost:it# -So it was like :riding .a threshold,*

and riding "a . ,balance and .learning 'to and learning what that

turning the contrast `toofast-the :whole thing :disappeared and

.turning , it at the--right speed I :`I could get A'c'hange that --didn't

destroy it. "I was :how much play you -had in ".that :: delicate,

balance and knowing : how far-you :could go and .,how quickly you could

change

� something

10 mirrors depending on. the angle,

any partiuclar w3im element . of

	

t,. But .l ;think .l found

very early that gave me as tremendous amo-nt of control tha

other people don't get early,,when -they start -playing with feedback

and part of why_that probatly give,up with, it .reall# fast . And

'that was the use °o~ a aiirrnr and :bq placing one mirror In .s

simple -daisy feedback -taht was - angled and by its angle was say

Am .basically $aft circle

	

In_otherlwords, 3.f . the . z.ngle was - more ..-

than thirty per cent the Anage was -circular., Th point is If .

.I brought a 3iand -in between -the mamera and, the -screen .I. would see

hands from above and from belpF :_-arid from the- -right side zxAx from .

the top from the left sIde,icoming and all the way around in the

circle . But` if I put a mirror up- then the image was . repeated and

it was kaleidoscopic in thait_at,was as if I was putting in ,
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Woody: Now - let us unders8and . Ym Whre would you put .the mirror? --

Skip:1 -can show you'if you can make it verbally .

Woody:-Have you ever . described your draft? .

-Skip : . No, never. If the camera were. 'here, the mirror vas

generally angiedtbelow It, 'balanced an piles-of-something.

Woody : The edge was horizontal to the screen and ihea-is .

bleed further back maybe 30 ,degrees .

Skip:

	

tight.. ._And' how far - up -you moved it, how _far down -you moved -

the camera,' all those relationships-completely changed the image

" .so that

	

every "variation had-an effect'the more` you

: .the slighter the angle; the less the angle the better the

reflection in the piece of glass . Infact~I discovered you:_didn't

need a mirror at ail. The piece of glass . -alone at that angle had

so much reflective capability, but by using the mirror ( .instantly

got feedback where the delicate bailance 'the_~range was .amplified

. . you~had to practically knock the r-amera over to loose an

Image:- The, image Haas forcing itself

Woody: "It iwtartdd ' 'to live?

Skip : :Yeah. Everything you did to it kept it - going .,

how findiag,,that-If you . move something just a littke too far

you lost it you dust got`something ;eiae, you just got - something

different _ and -it becausd_ just_ a question ,of esthetically °where

you wanted to stop between zooming . : :. Much more flexibility

with the mirror and . just with the simplest element of the mirror

suddenlt the range was expanded

fantastically and again every angle, every :_ - . . . you could

r aise the mirror up_tothe_point where it was coming up to
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Almost the ,bilf. Way -Point on the screen or all the way down almost : :

to-Lhe bottorm. ~f 'the screen depending' upon 'how YOU positioned

it. At was also the first; way ; that I :could 'fill thetcreen with

'image. It meant the. entire screen . alwayslhave .image in it . ,

Woody- in a kind of elementary sense, an_-vveralllleck.

.'Skips So ~-i tried as ;hard` asi -could .not to let anyone know . _ .

.ntil people could discover itu

	

:x

about mirrors Via= a long ~time,,)because It was such a simple
_ ,~-_ _,

ed~w 'Vaodys is that what hAppen .

(iztterruption)

. Woody : Is .that ~hat. became "ffonas' Favorite.'

Skip: The mirror? No. 'That spas awhole other discovery. :That

was discovering the Setchell-Carlson with .-the detail :knob and very

simply . . . . -its a :Setchell Carlson with .a -detail knob,: a

camera' . .

	

that time I was. tasdxizdtsax inside the :camera fiddling
. .--by

	

. .

.with thg beam and .

	

!.. ~. .-wth everything. I -fiddled -with that .. . ..

I ruined .three

	

_-cameras `3'm .sure, 'fiddling with them and. not

knowing ^however "--get ahem pack,into :_a legitimage -signal. . And

onas" _was Z'~ combination .of findix~,g flut' that one, you could

get tremendous enhanced resolution with ;the-simple`detail

'.know on the ~Setcheli_ :Carlson. and discovering `that verb ;low

contrast andbrightness'positions _going to" the pointMiere

you couldn't get an image Pnd gradually creeping up in +contrast,_-
,-

and brightness and balancing between contrast and brightness

the

	

a

olution which alwaysmost res
the point wherelabsolute

	

g

was low. Everyone else always had the contrast and brightness

. . ~turning them :dow
to begin :Kith '

	

into,nsetup high

	

And i got

	

_ _

4-low - and .as soon as T Aot into turning}-them/low ranges .and y starting
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playing *#itb-the internal-lcontiols, ;the gain and .the beams istarted

-ability to ~ontro3 ~xhe speed Lof tire image and usually .
geyting the-

the image
4,4

~;ras going to fast, too fast.	or .my interests : And, .one

of-the 'first corrolaries -that 'd -developed iras that the more you;turned -

up .the target
--voltage,and

the'lower. you -turned the -iris--3.n combination,
- -

~ould .
the slower the image got until yourc

	

really getitto ieally

look like -slow motion, to &yawl- like show
motion.-lid tben l think

by

	

: - - .

by-:adding' ~the reamova-l 4 -of the pedestal . ~Omdroppingtbe ,pedestal a
1

--down 'below,' =so-°the blacks .becams comPlet1Xy flack -pusing the

beams - high I ' got this waterfall off the edge effect where things .

,

	

.,would just°rollr-ight-off .as if they were rolling off .th- edge ..,of.

l- a -cliff ar something .

Woody: You mean-that the -renter : -

Skip :- I'm speaking basically, o¬ stuff crawling out to the edge

and falling over .

	

.

' Woody- That kii what you call_ . . . . . Because ,l see a - kirid, of logic

. . gkt:px division, where 3t. divides itself - and, .. .

.Skip_. 'To -me, T. could get_a feedback that was -either-'pouring .

.e'.ofd itself ID; floating at -som

	

sort_

	

of
. =into -itself, pouring out

.a semi-solid state whereitVould-regenerate itself ate,

- but not-..Push at you or suck away from you or something lik thate . .

Jonas' Favorite was same combination :ox, Lne g na.gu

mandala 'effects `that were created by the .
Also-that-had

. great- deal . ma', to do with, running it through a 5g0UA.` The

5000A 'ahd a circuit ve-rp much -.like the image, -plus circuit -

-
d

on the 2iicrotime .'that -cleaded --the signal andd 'enhance

	

e3ge,

. .

	

`h
beningup

of mytools were found .tat wayy op . _



-a machine and starting-to . -play with -the controls : And manytimesT

blindly 'found, acpmpietely blindly, kni ~. having iio ;idea what

the- fuck I was doing, 'what"~knab VT .was ^ pushing, just pushing

and'seeing-the result :

bored with it .

Woody: Besides tom. this., what. would_~ou say was . ~kind _of .your s -

	

'

discovery, with discovery 3n quotes .

Sweeney: Disvoery?

Wood : . Was your favorite : pastime.- Because 3 . know -you- have been _--

involved with the-;Nidimm interface.

-Woody:- Was the design final when You -met it?

Skip : Actually the first time lsaw the id inn

, .I-guess

	

. --I iee2 that that 7was -something

I bumped into and I guess I got so *uch of it that J {got -really "

.was playing audio tapes into a live color indium that had an
4

interface board that would trim the sound, whatever sound was

being .put.into'it . but particularly Doug's synthesized i3ound

into various lissajous pattern s ..- -and 23m Hearn.had already

perfected the, colors changing by- the .intensity of the sound, :and

so it was multiple colored. Be had a color television that held .

taken the. yoke off of and controled the, I think he had ,similar

controls, --it was Iike" it was a monochromed image that was multi,-

colored : HH 1 don't'think he had the three guns separated into.'.

three-different image producers : The three guns wer all - producing ,

the same image and part of it the red- -gun .would ` -be,on, part , .vf

it the green gun and part of it thebiue gunwould be . -on . And

ioh gun was on, or Show- much 'of which gun would,be-'on he:$hd . :



related some how, or :at least ':he claimed xbat'_ t was related to -

something like-the volume-of-thesound-'or I .-think--it-was how .-

loud something got whether it turned -red or blue~:or something

like that. But at the time my -interest~3n the widium was - tota

;3n _its abilityto.generate an image and,, I always thought that`

did not do the fiidium any Justice at ail because I didn't care at all'

for,thekind .of complicated images the Yidium could create. I-

.
aced only .for.zhe very simplest imagelit could create because

my' interest, was . mixing -it- into feedback_

	

-7and having .it be a central

image in the field of Image.: And that"s_ .s¢mething 2 struggled--with

trwrl from the berg . beginning-, to try .to Lachieve some,'-sort.`vf a. -key

and I -knew that axma2:bx somehow intuitively that . what -I wanted .

was the image completely isolated from-anything else

	

in-other

words,a simple white on :black image'~ where the white was

keyed through and the image was simple-kinds of circles that

-pulsed to. the sound vf At'he --music or :waved Iaf -to the .sound of 'the

' music` that :could . -mix'_In -.to feedback:-~And --I think -I talked

- into buying the discount almost ,so-lei~' asecl . on the fact that it =.

could key a signal and that 23m I,codInd"-achieve what I canted

,to achieve.withoat~keying.

Woody : You,mean you wanted some figure against some background?

Skip : Not - against the -back ground but against feedback-specifically:,

figures isolated in feedback-

and I - wanted them isolated well in feedback -1 ~didn; t want tliem -

:, . . I had this SEG which is one of the first SEG-ls which -



has the 'characteiist c -when you press two buttons-down,

sort of soft keys --into the -:other "When .you -'press one and.

. f th- camerAs'-two simultaneodsly,the combination involves one o

a - eiteryLhiug black;almost disappearing out-of the pieEnre. :- I'.m
,. .

°sure 'that dependea
7on.

-how it ryas, :.ham the :,particular , r.amera ...

..-spas Adjuste=d, 1oia muzh iris was -,on a particular camera.aut -ttiatts .

zhe=`Vidium.~nd -
firsot.~~nykind of ~, vf

	

eeHback and ..

that was .-reai3.y 'very-#neerestiftS , :'m9 , interest,, something 3.

'could point s £snare at -and get. -into

	

"feedback-lield.

Sweeney-Vasulkay - :;page :l0,

Moody : As an input -to -the .'feedback? ;- :.

Sweeney-. Right. .And I bad- no, -real interest .in it at all to what ;it

-could .do itself

	

and really wasn't at all responsibe for in the

Moog -Vidium pieces what particular shape it .took or how-A.:evolved

I was really fed, -that by Rearn and Doug : ;acrd an'Aateresting :sort_ of

Moog
sidelight af , theyVidaffim -was

	

chat I wanted desperately to get, . .

Doug to turn thie . sound gaff Andlust'lookmt -the . picure and play not

for the sound sWd play for. the -virtuee* He -could never-_really eccamp9.ish `

-
.that, fie just" never would do that and I never- understood - enough

.
.

. about the Moog at e the time .to get -my fingers of the Moog and turn

the sound offf And just-watch.'bow. t affected the ,.shapes . of the,- . ;:

pictures and the -pulse of the pictures. That was something; was

interested iii seeing . ' And _also I guess the Moog Vidium-mm . sort of=.-

started'to whet my appetite for as soon as I had-keying at all_I

`instantly wantedkeying and .colorizing .. I had,-,--	ArthuVbrought.-
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-Sweeney " ~Georgeoian'B'Colorlzer -_ .--Z was. -asst . totally frustrated

.: --these -were ^tour knobs 'sad

never knew-what any of the knobs were ;doing .-1 could, see what

they were doing but-l .never-could make any .~ntelligent decisions

abofit-xbow S wanted something to .look iiith - It. .I was Just

,sort of -left - `With -whatevei I got and it brought 'me to -he, point ~I -

saying -to :earn- that ;I had to `have-~a colorfzer %where -1 'had separate , :

T ontrolover ..separate -areas:

	

And lee- just . .

	

lie. really said

Well -of,. -course.1 man make .A ;;colcrizerV'. -He- could make-anything

at - the "time : and. `-ice ,$use- he ..can,"'Wt at -, the- time -'he-could make

.anything and he °could make ia . colorize=: So I :- naid .'"fine; make

a colorizes" and- -we agreed to pay -for -parts, VFA won1d .pay for - -

parts' or something and be and Alan Shulman would hammer out

.truing to get it done .-. -And'.the original colonizer is still- .sitting

up stairs .'

Woody: There was no special budget, so to speak; or application : I

_ vas. taken from .yout operating budget .

Sweeney: . Right, -itwas spending -money that -always came from -

4us Joing another job for somebody else ..

-

	

Woody, Did he Invest -his own time'Into it?

Sweeney: .Yes; fie .invested his own' .time and energy into. it, knowing

fall dwell -that it was-going to have . applicatons .'beyond the -

'simple :colonizer - that I could, flay -with.. And what I asked .for

and - gotj"didn't realize it -at,the time--was basically a simple bank" :

of five background -generators with lceyers'. lnbetween, with"keyers"-

that would divide- f the _five background= generators He eventually _.
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~siropped 3t

	

own' to- four fof his production modelsbut the old ~: :", . .

."originalone has five. ''I knew that 3 "wanted to be able to_ .

I wasp very frustrated by not being able 'to turn something that

-was
light,

;like the white image .of the,Moos . Vidium that was ..

	

_

thefirst image in 'the Moog Vidium 'feedback -tape, which -was the _

brightest image, ._.,,* .wanted to he able to nake that took dark ..

red of dark green or dark'b,lue or dark,,~thini. - And I couldn'.t

'do it because~the George Brown--coiorizer-had no effect

'on-- the gray level of it,, "And -so'3 vsid-I got -to he afile"to drop-

-that gray level°ldown " 'I ~gotts. =be able-to make that-gray level :_

black so that that
image can be deep xed or .deep blue, ~dso

that the background indtead of -always having -to be'dark 'Could

be light by pushing it-up. And I think I instantly developed, an
r

esthetic

	

of, -reversing.wa what I was xixt

	

given always,-and

always,going for making brighter . "images :dark and darker imapges-

bright. And having that . gray level be .the,. hazx
,-Heart

-bf -what

.colors -1 got. lmmediately siarted-'alying~witb_ :hae, chroma

"gray .'level on -each separated out. aection of the . picture. . Arid

. part oT_ It was to insist that. .1 :had .to be .able to colorize

one part -of the picture without having to. change the~color,of- :-

-the-other -parts of the picture : It seemed revolutionary at

the time that he could put out a machAse that would do':a11'that-.',

Woody: To what degree do you feel that;you have influenced; :`

these - Viiticular' elements that .fqu `ha,ve described .

Sweeney : .Those_elements of his colonizer? I feel like ;I'3.n that

sense, the architect, the . conceptual. architect ,of,,having
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Because it's exactly what I asked for.. I .asked for gray level;contrbl,~

s.eparafeable key -.3evels Viand gray level Land chioma and -hue' contrDi'.

over each 3evel separate'ly. .:Now, as sine then he"s addeVa-shitloai3

"- on top"W jahat ~-

	

.

	

. -of_ that-hm . On .top of , that he's added

being_.able -to mix the pictiire -back into : any -one of . the gray levels.;

being able to miix. a -diffeient. ¢yicture into zany one af- -those, ~ray,~_ .

	

::3-_ .

Moody : m

	

Vas' there any iaemo that was .communicated -between you

two . guys? Nexpm Did you ever describe .vhat_you wanted?

'Sweeney: No . -This Is'_totAlly :off the record, but I got :that -

_

	

SIDE ;I-; from 000
Sweeney: , . - . .Bill Etra is the -archtiect of the -Videolab to

my mind; completely . Andthat .my:onlycontribution to the

ltdaniah video engineering And all that . is that I was the person

/who .said .''ma7c~- ne a,colorizer" .:tD Bill. Hearn-And to . wfiom he

+

	

~_A' ;said back .-Z-

	

Z-can-oit" Alan :Shulmaa rdeserves

to the extent 'that --3 :~eveT `.cold -'have . - As a liason more than

,anything else --he kept .saying ±'OK,---let's to this, -'let's do

working with $earn when that first r-olorizer was built .-

Woody ; How manywere built- The .one that you've got .

Sweeney: That one,prototype -was the . first . No one else that'-

`I know. - If was used by other -people that came tlirozigh here- . -



Woody : Anyone ::do .some substantlsi vork -on -at?

` Sweeney- No, ,and I -think, that the substantial work znar j aria

on it :was yalmost all °redone as mewer colorizers . . . as :something

.I learned :right, away was to_shoot all my Images in monochrome -

and inot to' "coldrize them'. .'Becasse -if they were . colorized It was:

very difficult to retrieve ,them from -the George Brown colorizerz

and recolorize them a -different way.- . So I started and have continued.

to do almost -all my base work 'for Images in black and whites

because .1 still -believe there will -.always "be a -better .-colorizer.

Woody : You .-had too colorizers: here? `Peorge . Brown_ and Hearn.

Sweeney:Yeah, although 'I think .George Brown7a Went- :back to

.Jackie Cassen* at some point.

	

Or as soon -as I. had that one,

I didn't want to play .with "-the otherone at .all':

Woody: And that was the last cooteration you -had with. Mill

Hearn?

	

Mid - you continue in any way_ tktxkzinm thinking about

that Bill .Etra had gotten him to-apply voltage: control, to . his

;naw a thud prototype of something like that, 'Etra took and had _

him- do-complete voltage control on the colorizer.
in

Woody: =Let's go back to the esthetic part/which you described -

you r_ould*separate or slice or classify the image . into four

Smznkzyx the next generation?

sweeney: . . You .-mean . about\ a . ,colorizer? No . I was always in touch with

Etra and you and hearing things about voltage rontrol,so_

	

;
knew

basic colorizer. . He gave the exact same colorizer i had, . which was
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"What other,==then,you -worked - with islo-mo' i recall, You .:had . a, period

{indistince? - but : :somewhich vas Itind,-,of .always probably

thing about slo-mo'

'Sweeney :'That'was' .really.just, again., i just happened to .bump -into

a machine that did- clean *low motion. ir was a Javelin slaw

ation . machine that- recorded 7 hours,-' ithad two speeds, ~ :

	

time

and regular-speed. And the machine . . . . you could

slow speed' and play back in regular speed, you got

You could record in regular speed and ._play back - in

which was-the process of :.

it in slow-speed - and then played it back' in `slow

frame andthen . record another and it would .:

could !do multiple.jbig generat,ions and get down .to 44 time slower .

It was really just -that :the machine -was there so I started putting

tapes through it because 7 just knew instinctively that: .Iy liked

slow motion . A bot of ;'the Moog Vidium stuff,'was -too fast for -my

taste so just being able to slaw .,it down and'to be able to slbw

it down clean so it -looked like it ,had to be disc Mowed down

for -nothing but making a dub of it . There were . different effects

too. Thre was one effect that ;was to me the most fascinating =

if you took a -tape - and recorded

and effect

	

. . skip frames or jump frames. -It -record certain

frames and then record another frame and then record another

that you played back -a tape going - in,real tine and_you played

-back a tape thatbad been recorded in slow motion played back

is slow . motion .and-this tape looked normal .- and this tape-jumped

and looked-as-though it were slow motion . 'I . ~guess its= stop
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actenn. It 'had to be stop action but At bad the look of' low

notion . :'~Cou would watch 'the two `tapes and the time was- the -same

but the stop action

	

3t was an effect I Teally ,

Again, At was something .I discovered this am machine ~could .do

sand I just happened to 'xhave .this machine.

'Woody : Is "Illuminating Sweeney" a -representative work? -Is

a summary? :If someone sees Those tapes is that :according to. your

ideas of what ,-you Are all- about' of -what . you are? ,-" -

Sweeney: ` As ,much -as a _half .'-bour of tape can. . It shows, I ,think
.

	

. . .

	

was clearly for_ me
for instance the acean-tape i

	

s

	

/me just-an .exercise

:in trying to show what a simple colorizer could do . How It -could

take a tape, just a shot of - the ocean and-one black and white

tape and make it first look like it's a color tape and then

go beyond into realms of fantasy colors and go back out .again. .

And i felt that it was a very and , . .-_and :that's more -my

esthetics than my tools, -but my esthetics are to do things very

simply and straightforward and to maybe *t demystify the process

and not have* It seem like - I'm a magician - but -have it seem like -

I'm doing what I-am doing which is taking things-available to me,

putting them together 1n ways that look more interesting - thafn

when. they came -tome .in the f

	

first place .

Woody : Did you-evermake a tape on how to make a .feedback?
-

	

:.

	

how to make a
Sweeney : .No, I think I tried once to-make alfeedback tape. .No,

Woody : Indistinct, 'but-something about airlmxx Sweeney'.s~,ither.

Sweeney: The only -thing is that when we . were_doing. the +Ioog Vidium
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we alwyas shot us actually .doing .it . And to me the hloog . - .

Vidium - piece that'.s -In' llIumiftantin . Sweeney _ I -vent back and

Woody : -'So yap had two -.tapes .

SWaeaeyz

forth between the process and the produce. I thiAk I may

have hadtoo much of the process and not enough of the product,

but it was-totally -to try

	

, ._ .. again-, it was .shot simultaneously .

1t was the exact same moment what-you were seeing in picture

you were seeing-the process -ff . :-the - ~staking pf . it and - to .me 'it -

-,was just like letting .peeple see-: -. -At. -was . --cdllageft~ at
.

	

- : ,quad
WHET when they .had

	

machines . - .'

.Sweeney : Right -in -fact; -it.°s, great,° you know it was a five -minute

piece but'becuare"one was shot on portapak and the other was shot

:(sttff , follows..which Zs,unnecessary),

on a regular-deck they were completely out of speed. So John

Godfrev sat there as I.would mUsaaixzx have the engineer dissolve

to the product which would go faster John would drop via the .

servo an the AV-1 so tbat .- the AVR-1 would catch -up and speed

up and as soon as :fie could hear sync held 4a say OK,, -uow'you

like :it-was getting too far out of :sync and John would'

we'd go back tort he product and .John would . . . . xzRaaeaeasazTz

Woody: I see, -.but_the segment you have is a complete segment. .

I mean, .there is ;nothing missing. -, Do you have hours . .

Sweeney.-

	

..ye&,.

	

have hours and hours and hours

of both the process and the product .And, no, thepiece is not-at ;

.all : . . . - 1 tell you -.. .I :decided to give up on the idea'-of^411 the

varieties because I didnthave the production time tofputin -a1

can-mix .back, And we'd mix hack -into - the -process unt1l"Itia sounded--
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the little- . ~. .. _ I could - have put in a

	

section that was five

minutes lpng . I could have put in three minutes of that and

two minutes of all the other things that-system was capable of
which were '-

generating in types of images .

	

/generated as we V1ayed with ,

it and could have done five seconds of 1OD :.aifferent,variations.

Woody: .

	

a Is there any of this -materia173n-what .you-

sent to O'Grady?

Sweeney: . Yes, -almost . all the original Moog Vidium materials,-and
the-

they're all/variations ax . of the different kinds of pieces that

are in there.

Woody:

	

Did you-have any relationship to . people -like. . .-let's

,say Steve Beck?

`Sweeney : No, the barest kind of contact . I was once . : . Bill

Roarty came over anee and sww some Moog Vidium stuff and -he

said "hey, you're doing stuff that we're doing . We really should

'be working together and,you're doing -very similar stuff to uO."And

I went over there a couple of tiems and got no real sense

I went - there when you were here .

Woody : Cold Shoulder, huh?

	

1

Sweeney: .Well, sort-of, but I remember Bill Roarty saying tome

that we ought to get together and do something and I think if anything -

I might have given him a cold shoulder at -the time because my

head was on Steven Beck,and Don flallock and didn't know who till

Roarty was and wasn't, you know . . . . . Although 1 remember sort of

ishing I had related . to kim, but . :, . I think there was some weird

number going on f-eling that these people wer being-'paid -To do what
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they were -doing end we vere .-doing it by . the seat: of - our pants.

And we very much felt like sae were -capable of generating just -as

interesting an image with what we*iaxqprtx ,could - pull out of

our hat while they appeared xo',be .extremely. well,funded and that

all they really had for all their well-fending was

-and his ability zo make a direct synthesizing machine. He would

have done .it on his own anyway,' I think.

Woody : 'Were you : aware basically, I guess you weren't aware of any

other tools. ,-except"~inaudible) synthesizei at=that time . Did you

have any Introduction . :to electronic tools .

Sweeney: Well, you know, SEGs and-switchers - I was aware of . Because

I was going to . -Wew York just about every year I was aware of the ,

Rutt/EtrA synthexizer and I was-super aware and am still totally.

hung, up in your floatirq . pictures. I mean that was . . . ,I seriously

am trying to make that happen on a -broadcast hg program and

feel like it's-a Vasulka inspired .

i a :-chitchat about computers...:.to 231

Woody: -But-were there-any local .sbo*s like I - recall in the Exploratorium.

' There must have been some technoiogicil base before you started doing

video anyway here.

Sweeney : Technological base?

Woody : There must'.have been some . activities around, electroaic-

arts-or-did you stumble

	

over, this -video jest by change .

-Sweeney: Yeah 1--stumbled. I stumbled into feedback in 68 and

I know from `68-70 or so there were EAT . :

	

I'think the Exploratorium
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Some ommisisons for irrelevance until 268

Woody : The question is, what do you think about the matrix? Whose

ides* was it, what did it do to you?

-Sweeney : REally it was Arthur's idea and it was

primarily the idea of .multiple monitor, muitiple .track video

theater display . So when we thought we were going to-do a multiple
t

. : : Actually it was arthur's idea and actually it was a, technician

at can't remember the guys name, arthur would know, some think like

Bill Hayward . ANd basically he figured out - that you could terminate

the signal vefore you sent it to .the monitors and thereby send

to many monitors or few monitors and not change the signal. The

'monitors have to be unterminated..

	

,

Woody : Do you think it ahs any impact on what you were doing

esthetically .

Sweeney : Oh yeah! It was

	

x more like economically, we would

have had - to spend thousands and thousands of dollars to get a good

signal-to each monitor and not effect the total signal .

Woody: . But esthetically do you!think this eventually led into the

t heatricai involvements?

Sweeney: In the theatrical stuff I tink the impulse was there bo

begin with . I started . . . . the first thing I decided I had to do

was to do public showingsof material .-It was an automatic impulse

or something . I tame out of theater and doing -shows was just auto-

Woody : The'.iaea of multi-channel . :. . - .

based upon_
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Sweeney: Even multi-channel was done in

	

(inaudible name) was

two track . :, ,. - .

Woody : The`Vasulkas developed - also a switcher, se had a pin matrix .

So don't you think the whole electronic video .presentation was

trying to be multi=channel. .

Sweeney: Sure, but I think taht was more because in your head you

were trying to compete with big screen, and the only way _you

could compete with big screen was many little screens and .a variety

of those little screens.


